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We wish to present this summary of the GSP activities and involvement in Pakistani Horticulture. 

We are proud to be closely associated with and respected by Pakistani growers. GSP has developed a 

flexible and responsive policy to the changing pace of Horticulture worldwide and is keen to discuss 

this program with all breeders in an effort to ensure the mutual satisfaction and sustainable 

development of international Horticulture through breeding and tissue culture biotechnologies. 

Our experience with Pakistani Horticulture has been developed through private date palm Import 

Company and then through 28 years at the GSP in the development of tissue culture Date palm, 

lemon, citrus, apple and mango includes seedless varieties recommended and utilized in farming 

across the globe. We have vast experience in irrigation, landscaping, soil, water analysis and import 

of heavy equipments to upgrade the level of agri farming in Pakistan. We are the market leader of 

import of seedless fruit varieties   and seeds of melon, watermelon and vegetables. GSP is pioneer in 

introducing tunnel farming, dairy farming like mega projects of landscaping in Pakistan that all are 

contributing in national capital.  We   have extensive experience in fruit production and research 

with practical involvement in citrus breeding, tomato tunnel farming and mango production. The 

detail description of our matchless imported fruits varieties given below. We offer specific plants 

varieties for specific region of  Pakistan due to excellent soil texture and rich environmental factors 

our tropical and sub tropical plants includes different varieties of  grapes, citrus, lemon and mango. 

A very fast growing trend both here in the Pakistan, United States and Australia even around the 

world is containerized and dwarf/super dwarf indoor growing tropical plants. Being that one half or 

more of the world is not in a tropical zone, this allows the unfortunate ones like USA and Canada and 

in half regions of Pakistan, like Baluchistan, Murree and Kashmir. Who live in the colder areas of the 

world the opportunity to have and grow tropical plants and trees. There is now a huge variety of 

tropical plants and trees that are now available for containerized/potted growing conditions. It is 

amazing to see some of different items that are being added to the list. It seems like once a month 

some new variety of a plant or tree has been dwarfed or super dwarfed. We like to consider ourselves 

one of the few company's out there that tries to specialize in carrying and selling these new varieties. 

We are always on the lookout for these new and exciting dwarf and super dwarf varieties so we are 

able to grow them and sell them to our customers. They are a real welcome change to the same old, 

same old house plants you see at each and every nursery. Tropical plants and trees are a beautiful 

attractive feature to any home or business that can accentuate any environment. They easily 
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transform any normal, average looking yard or landscape into a stunning, eye catching feature that 

will quickly become a conversation piece. Most people who dont live in a tropical environment are 

not used to seeing a banana plant that is 6 ft. tall growing in a pot that has bananas hanging off of it. 

Or, an orange tree that is 4 ft. tall also growing in a pot that has a bunch of oranges growing off of it. 

People often ask if it is fake or plastic. It is funny to see their reaction when they finally believe you 

after they have touched it or smelled it. The next thing they ask is "where did you get that.

All of our plants and trees are grown in the best possible conditions. Only the finest, select and 

proven seeds, corms, bulbs, tissue cultures and root stocks are used for all of our products. They 

come from specialized growers whom only sell and provide the best of the best. We strongly believe 

that in order to have and produce a top notch, high quality tropical plant or tree, you must start with 

the seeds, corms, bulbs, tissue cultures and root stocks. It is really nothing but genetics, so to speak. 

If you stop and think about it, it is not a whole lot different than a human being. If they start from 

good, proven genetics, they are fed properly and given good fluids to drink, and are given the proven 

amount of vitamins, than they grow up to be strong and very healthy. Every plant or tree that we have 

are given the correct amount of water, sunlight, fertilizer and soil custom blended for each of the 

different type of plants or trees that we do sell. We only use the finest containers, soil, fertilizers, and 

all organic insecticides, fungicides, and mitecides. All of the plants and trees are checked daily for 

proper growth and only the best, strongest, and healthiest ones are left to be sold to our customers. 

All the others that dont make the grade are immediately separated, and unfortunately, are now 

mulch....All of our plants and trees are hand picked for our customers, so they know that they are 

getting the best possible plant(s) or tree(s) that they can buy. Well, start shopping and rest assured 

you are getting the best and highest quality products!!!! If you have anything that you are looking for 

such as a hard to find tropical plant or tree or any other specific item that we carry let us know, we 

will do our absolute best to help you!!!!

HOW OUR CATALOG WORKS ?.

before you begin to look for the highest quality plants and trees available, we would like to briefly 

explain how our catalog works. All of the different types of plants and trees that we do carry are 

listed in the categories on the left navigation bar. All of the plants and trees are listed in alpabetical 

order so you are able to quickly look for a certain plant or tree that you may be interested in. You can 
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also use the search button at the of the home page. All of the plants and trees that we do carry are 

listed with the price of each item(s), the availability of the items, the ages and/or sizes of each 

item(s), some general/basic information about the plant or tree, the growth rate of the items if 

possible, how well it does ground planted or how well it will do container grown, the fruit production 

if applicable, the GSP category it is placed in. We try our best to sell various sizes and ages of the 

different item(s) we do carry. That will allow you to be able to decide how mature you would like the 

plant(s)/tree(s) to be when you make a purchase. It also lets you know exactly what to expect with 

each plant(s)/tree(s) you purchase in regards to the age and size. Please understand that some of the 

item(s) may only be available at certain sizes or ages. All of the different plant(s)/tree(s) that we sell 

come with basic growing instructions and information on the particular item(s) you purchased. REE 

ITEMS INCLUDED WITH EACH ORDER With many of the tropical plant and tree purchase we 

include 3 months worth of free fertilizers!!!! It includes 3 to 5 Miracle-Grow fertilizer spikes, 4-8 

ounces of granulated Osmocote or Miracle-Grow fertilizer and a bottle of ultra concentrated 

transplant/quick start solution. In addition, all of our plants and trees are treated with a insecticide, 

fungicide, and a miticide 3 days before the order is packaged and shipped. We do not want you to 

have any problems with your new plants and/or trees, so we do our absolute best to provide all of our 

customers with everything they need. That way, when our customers receive their order, they can 

just plant them and watch them grow. It is very important to us that our customers have all the 

supplies needed to get your new plants and/or trees growing fast and adjusted to their new 

environment
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APPLE 

Alvina Gala (imported from Australia ANFIC LTD by GSP) 

                           

A mutation of Royal Gala apple

FRUIT: Medium, approx. 88 mm in length and 75 mm wide. 

SKIN: Intensity of colour is bright. Solid Red Flush with Stripes, red in colour over 95% of the fruit. 

FLESH: Cream.

MATURITY: First picking date in 2008 in Victoria, Australia, was about February 20 and last 

picking date was about February 29 , average production was 50 kg of fruit per tree. 

COMMENTS: Tree is upright spreading, with medium vigorous growth.

Fruit properties at maturity (based on 10 fruit tested in the laboratory): 

Acid content: Approx. 160 mg/L malic acid. 

Firmness: Approx. 8.7 - 10.3 kg, averaging about 9.6 kg. 

Soluble solids: Approx. 12.0 - 14.0?, averaging about 12.9%. 

Starch index: On scale of 1 (high starch) to 6 (low starch), range 2 - 3, average about 2.5. 

Flavor: Sweet and juicy. 
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Herry Gala                         

A Full Cherry Red Coloured Sport of Royal Gala (EXCLUSIVE TO ANFIC imported) 

Fruit: Large .Skin: Cherry Red/Brick Red with stripe. 

Flesh: White and crisp with medium skin and low acidity. 

Comments: Matures up to 5 days earlier than standard Royal Gala. PBR protected. 

Information: Taken from local field trials, New Zealand

Herry Gala                  

A VERY EARLY GOLDEN 

DELICIOUS TYPE APPLE (EXCLUSIVE TO ANFIC) 

Fruit: Large conical round shape. 

Skin: Smooth, clean greenish yellow. 

Flesh: Creamy coloured, crisp with a spicy tangy flavour. 

Maturity: Early February. 
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EARLI SMITH

A FRENCH SELECTION OF GRANNY SMITH APPLE 

Fruit: Medium to large fruit of similar shape to Granny Smith. 

Skin: Overall green as with Granny Smith. 

Flesh: White with 12.5% Brix and 8kg pressure. 

Comments: Harvest maturity could be up to 3 weeks earlier than GrannySmith. 

Information: Taken from local field trials, Australia

GALAXY

                              

                                   

A mutation of Royal Gala apple (EXCLUSIVE TO ANFIC) 

FRUIT: Medium size, round to conical.  SKIN: Bright red with distinctly darker red stripe. Stronger 

more stable colour than Royal Gala. 

FLESH: Creamy coloured, fine textured. Crisp, sweet and juicy. 

MATURITY: Early February to early March, depending on district. 

POLLINATORS: Red Delicious, Red Fuji, Earli Gold.  HEALTH STATUS: Indexed to Australian 

Quarantine Standards.  COMMENTS: A mutation of Royal Gala that appears to be more stable.  

Information taken from local field trials of Australia
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ROYAL GALA  (A MUTATION OF GALA APPLE)    

Fruit: Medium round. 

Skin: Bright red with a distinctive green/yellow stripe. Very attractive 

 Flesh: Creamy coloured skin, fine textured. Crisp, sweet and juicy. 

Maturity: Late February. 

Pollinators: Red Delicious, Red Fuji, Earli Gold. 

Comments: Planted in large numbers worldwide. Good storage qualities. 

Information: Taken from local field trials, Australia

RUBINSTAR                            

                                    A GERMAN APPLE VARIETY EXCLUSIVE TO ANFIC

Fruit: Round to slightly conical shape. 

Skin: 60 to 100% striped to block red on yellow green. Prominent lentical spotting. 

Flesh: Creamy flesh Comments: Brown seeds. Brix 16%. Pressure 18 PSI - 8kg. SC Score = 5. Very 

nice flavour but rather chewy flesh. Would suggest for long storage. May need to be harvested 7 - 10 

days earlier, however colour would be sacrificed. Information: Taken from local field trials, 

Australia
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RUBY PINK
A mutation of Cripps Pink apple 

FRUIT: The fruit is uniformly ellipsoid, as compared to the asymmetrical ellipsoid shape of ’Cripps 

Pink’, has a higher percentage of pink red colour than ‘Cripps Pink’ with fruit up to 100% pink red 

coloured.  Fruit size medium to large, length 69 mm, width 71 mm. 

SKIN: Pink-red. FLESH: Flavour sub-acid to sweet; about 13.5 to 15.5 Brix. Moderately juicy. Full 

bodied flavour. Flesh colour is yellow.  MATURITY: Matures later than “Cripps Pink’ and has a 

higher firmness rating than ’Cripps Pink’. First picking in Lucaston, Tasmania, was about 23 April; 

last picking date was about 3 May. COMMENTS: Fruit remains fresh at room temperature for 7 

days, and can be stored up to 6 months in cold storage (1° C). 

SWEETIE’ Gala
A New Zealand Sport of Royal Gala (EXCLUSIVE TO ANFIC) 

Fruit: Elongated shape, good size.  Skin: Red, striped, thick. Flesh: Sweet, rich and sub acid, crisp, 

juicy. Comments: Matures early, one week before Royal Gala. Good productivity. Harvest starts 

similar to slightly earlier than ‘Royal Gala’. Fruit differentiated by elongated shape, sweet rich taste. 

Texture after storage similar to ‘Royal Gala’.  

Maturity and storage characteristics At harvest: 
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Information: Taken from trials in New Zealand 

UNRISE

                                      

                           (A CANADIAN APPLE VARIETY EXCLUSIVE TO ANFIC) 

Fruit: Squat, round to conical shape with wide calyx. Long fruit on seedling stock. Squat fruit on 

Ottawa 3. 

Skin: 30 to 90% bright red blush on cream/green. 

Flesh: Creamy, white flesh. 

Comments: Seeds half brown on first pick. Brix 15%. Pressure 8kg - 17.5lbs (first pick). Nice crisp 

texture with a very nice flavour. SC Score =2. 

Information: Taken from local field trials, Australia 
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GUAVA

Guavas are small, oval fruits about 2-6 inches in size, with a thin, light yellow-green edible skin. The 

ripe fruit softens to the touch and emits a sweet fragrance. The flesh of the guava can be white, pink, 

yellow or red, with numerous small edible seeds. It’s naturally sweet and delicious as is, and can be 

eaten out of hand, sliced in fruit cups, pureed for cream desserts, juiced and used in punch and 

cocktails, ice cream and sodas, jams and jellies, or frozen for later use. Today, contemporary 

American chefs often incorporate guava into seafood, pork, poultry and salad recipes.  Asian 

guavas, often used to add crunch and flavor to salads, may be eaten when green and are as crisp as 

apples. 

Tamarind trees are grown throughout temperate and tropical regions of the world, especially in 

Africa, southeastern Asia and Mexico. The guava’s sweet, flavorful taste is often described as one 

part pear, one part strawberry, and it’s native to tropical America, from southern Mexico to Central 

America. Introduced to the Americas in 1847, from Cuba, the guava thrives year-round in the warm, 

humid climate of Florida. The fruit requires 120 days to mature with peak seasons generally 

occurring from August – October and February – March. Grown on a small tree with oblong leaves, 

the size of a typical guava is 1-5 inches in diameter and weighs from one ounce to two pounds with 

each tree producing 120 to 220 pounds of fruit per year. The best way to ensure a ripe fruit is to allow 

the fruit to ripen at room temperature until the peel color changes from light green to yellow. Along 

with vitamin C, Florida guava is also an excellent source of vitamins B1, B6, niacin and phosphorus. 

One cup of raw guava contains 84 calories, .9 grams of fat, 260mg of potassium,1.35 g of protein, 

and 8.9g of fiber, 218mg of vitamin C, .004mg of vitamin B1, B2, and B6. Green system Pakistan 

introduced all varieties of guava from USA, South Africa and Australia. Description of all guavas 

imported varieties given below.   
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Tamarind (Tamarindus indica), a leguminous tree native to Pakistan and India. The brown, bean-

like pods contain a tart, sticky pulp used to flavor drinks, candies, sauces (including Worcestershire 

sauce), curries, preserves and chutney. 

Australian brush cherry (Syzygium paniculatum), an attractive landscaping shrub or small tree in 

southern California. The colorful fruits are edible but insipid. In their native Australia, they are eaten 

to quench thirst and are made into jellies.
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Pineapple guava (Feijoa sellowiana), another guava from South America. The delicious fruit 

(berry) is fleshy and sweet-scented with a subtle pineapple flavor. The small, edible seeds produce a 

gritty texture, somewhat like the stone cells in a pear. The fleshy interior can be scooped out with a 

spoon.

 

Psidium cattleianum – Strawberry Guava.
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Psidium cattleianum – Strawberry Guava.

Introduced. This naturalized fruit tree and ornamental landscaping plant is native to Brazil. Flower 

Color: White Height: To 20 feet (6 m) tall Description: The flowers have 4 or 5 white petals and 

numerous white stamens. The fruits are up to 1 ½ inches (3.8 cm) in diameter and have red 

(sometimes yellow) skin, whitish flesh, and persistent calyx lobes. The leaves are glossy, leathery, 

dark green, hairless, and broadly to narrowly egg-shaped. The crushed leaves have a resinous odor. 

The bark is smooth and brown. In Pakistan GSP (import from USA),  Strawberry Guava is a 

seriously invasive weed in wet and mesic forests, open areas, and along roadsides from sea level to 

about 4000 feet (1219 m) in elevation. This plant suckers and can form vast, dense thickets that 

crowd out native plants. Non-native birds and other animals love the fruit and are responsible for 

spreading the seeds. This variety is available at GSP farm house. 
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GSP RED GAUVA   

Tissue Culture imported Varieties available throughout the year. 
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GRAPES

Grapes, one of the oldest fruits known to man, are grown virtually everywhere on Earth. We at 

GREEN SYSTEM PAKISTAN have chosen hardy, seedless, American and Italian varieties in red, 

white and blue. Growing grapes is a relatively simple task for the home grower since they will grow 

in a variety of soils and can be trained onto a fascinating assortment of apparatus, ranging from 

arbors to architectural facades to trellis systems used by grape farmers. In many applications the 

ever-changing appearance of the vines and fruit provides a unique addition to the landscape. Grapes 

are known to last more than 100 years if a minimum of care is given to them and they have been 

provided with a viable place to grow. Once established, care consists entirely of annual pruning, 

picking the fruit and dealing with Japanese Beetles. Fortunately the beetles don't last long so the best 

thing to generally to ignore them unless they are very bad.

In late summer your plants will be filling with tasty, chemical-free fruit. It will be ripe when the 

mature color develops and when the fruit tastes very sweet. But the beauty of the grape goes well 

beyond taste - there are the health benefits to consider! 

Tissue culture production of imported Grapes. GSP lab utilizes imported triploid and tatraploid 

plants. We utilized embryo for the tissue culture production of grapes.
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 We (GSP) import various kinds of seedless varieties given below..

Concord Seedless is a sport of Concord, which comprises the majority of all grape plantings due to 

its reliability under widely varying conditions. This mid-season variety has a long ripening time. 

The clusters of blue berries have excellent flavor.

 

Vanessa is a medium-sized, red dessert grape with a mild, fruity flavor and a firm to crisp texture. 

The vine is moderately vigorous and one of the hardiest
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Bunches of seedless Regal grapes: one of the new varieties for grape producers in Sardinia imported 

by GSP

 

A modern system of table grapes in the province of Cagliari (Sardinia, Italy) imported by GSP .
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 GSP grape  farming latest method to get highest yield 

Orange

Oranges and pummelos were mentioned in Chinese literature in 2400 BC, and later in Sanskrit 

writings (800 BC) lemons were mentioned. Theophrastus, the Father of Botany, gave a taxonomic 

description of the citron in 310 BC, classifying it with apple as Malus medica or Malus persicum. At 

the time of Christ and shortly thereafter, the term "citrus" arose as a mispronunciation of either the 

Greek word for cedar cones, "Kedros", or "Callistris", the name for the sandalwood tree. At this 

time, citrus fruits were spread throughout Asia, North Africa, and Europe along trade routes. The 

dissemination was carried out by many cultures, indicating widespread appeal of the fruits at this 

time. From the first centuries BC to medieval times, orangeries and citrus "groves" were established 

in Europe, and cultivation became more sophisticated. Christopher Columbus, Ponce de Leon, and 

Juan de Grijavla carried various citrus fruits to the new world in the late 1400's early 1500's. Citrus 

culture proliferated in Florida in the late 1700's, when the first commercial shipments were made. 

Right about this time, citrus was introduced to California, although it was much later that 
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commercial production began in the west. With the advent of large-scale irrigation projects in the 

1940's, citrus culture increased greatly in western states. Today, citrus fruits are grown 

commercially in Florida, California, Arizona, and Texas.The Navel Orange was discovered in 1820 

in Bahia, Brazil, when a mutation occurred in a grove of Sweet Orange trees. In 1872, Brazil sent a 

dozen Navel Orange seedlings to the U.S. Department of Agriculture in Washington, DC. The next 

year, Mrs. Eliza Tibbets of Riverside was given a seedling from the USDA, and the seedling began 

producing fruit in 1878. This variety of orange became known as the Riverside Orange, but the name 

was changed to Washington for better national appeal. Other varieties of the navel orange include 

Atwoods, Thomson, Fisher and Lane Late. By 1882, over half a million citrus trees were growing in 

California. This time in history became known as the “other” California Gold Rush, which 

established the citrus industry. Today, the parent Washington Navel Orange Tree still stands in 

Riverside, though it was transplanted in 1902 from its original home to a different location. GSP 

introduced all these varieties given below import from Australia and USA. These all varieties carry 

out in our GSP farms to upgrade the production level of plants to increase our customer satisfaction.   
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The citrus trees for sale is an WASHINGTON NAVEL SWEET ORANGE TREE imported from 

USA. There are 2 different ages available, which is 1 ½ year old citrus trees and 3 year old citrus 

trees. The 1 ½ year old citrus trees have a height between 16 to 22 in. with a trunk diameter between 

3/8 to 1/2 in. The 1 1/2 trees are shipped in a 7x7x7 in. container which includes some of the soil in 

which it was grown in. The 3 year old citrus trees have a height of between 24 to 36 in. with a trunk 

diameter between 1/2 to 3/4 in. They are very strong with a much larger root system. The canopy of 

the 3 year old citrus trees is between 14 to 20 in. They have all been grown in 12 to 16 in. 5 gallon 

containers and they are shipped with a soil/mulch mix to make sure your new citrus trees arrive well 

hydrated and in great condition. This citrus tree is an excellent variety that is well known for its great 

characteristics and the wonderful fruit it produces. All dwarf citrus trees do very well containerized 

and they make a wonderful indoor growing tree. It is eye catching and will quickly become a 

conversation piece. More importantly, the fruit is equally as delicious too. If ground planted, it needs 

to be protected at temperatures below 32 degrees farenheit. It should grow well in USDA zones 9 to 

11, this is only an estimate and has to be determined by your exact location. All of our dwarf citrus 

trees are grown from the very best root stock and grafted with the utmost care and precision for a 
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reliable, sturdy, and strong-well rooted dwarf citrus tree that will provide you with delicious fruit for 

many years to come. All of our citrus trees are very beautiful, healthy and disease free to ensure your 

growing success.

 

 

The citrus trees for sale is an LISBON LEMON TREE imported from USA. There are 2 different 

ages available, which is 1 ½ year old citrus trees and 3 year old citrus trees. The 1 ½ year old citrus 

trees have a height between 16 to 22 in. with a trunk diameter between 3/8 to 1/2 in. The 1 1/2 trees 

are shipped in a 7x7x7 in. container which includes some of the soil in which it was grown in. The 3 
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year old citrus trees have a height of between 24 to 36 in. with a trunk diameter between 1/2 to 3/4 in. 

They are very strong with a much larger root system. The canopy of the 3 year old citrus trees is 

between 14 to 20 in. They have all been grown in 12 to 16 in. 5 gallon containers and they are shipped 

with a soil/mulch mix to make sure your new citrus trees arrive well hydrated and in great condition. 

The Lisbon Lemon tree is an excellent variety that is well known for its great characteristics and the 

wonderful fruit it produces. All dwarf citrus trees do very well containerized and they make a 

wonderful indoor growing tree. It is eye catching and will quickly become a conversation piece. 

More importantly, the fruit is equally as delicious too. If ground planted, it needs to be protected at 

temperatures below 32 degrees farenheit. It should grow well in USDA zones 9 to 11, this is only an 

estimate and has to be determined by your exact location. All of our dwarf citrus trees are grown 

from the very best root stock and grafted with the utmost care and precision for a reliable, sturdy, and 

strong-well rooted dwarf citrus tree that will provide you with delicious fruit for many years to 

come. All of our citrus trees are very beautiful, healthy and disease free to ensure your growing 

success.

 

The citrus trees for sale is an RIO RED GRAPEFRUIT TREE. There are 2 different ages available, 
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which is 1 ½ year old citrus trees and 3 year old citrus trees. The 1 ½ year old citrus trees have a 

height between 16 to 22 in. with a trunk diameter between 3/8 to 1/2 in. The 1 1/2 trees are shipped in 

a 7x7x7 in. container which includes some of the soil in which it was grown in. The 3 year old citrus 

trees have a height of between 24 to 36 in. with a trunk diameter between 1/2 to 3/4 in. They are very 

strong with a much larger root system. The canopy of the 3 year old citrus trees is between 14 to 20 

in. They have all been grown in 12 to 16 in. 5 gallon containers and they are shipped with a 

soil/mulch mix to make sure your new citrus trees arrive well hydrated and in great condition. This 

citrus tree is an excellent variety that is well known for its great characteristics and the wonderful 

fruit it produces. All dwarf citrus trees do very well containerized and they make a wonderful indoor 

growing tree. It is eye catching and will quickly become a conversation piece. More importantly, the 

fruit is equally as delicious too. If ground planted, it needs to be protected at temperatures below 32 

degrees farenheit. It should grow well in USDA zones 9 to 11, this is only an estimate and has to be 

determined by your exact location. All of our dwarf citrus trees are grown from the very best root 

stock and grafted with the utmost care and precision for a reliable, sturdy, and strong-well rooted 

dwarf citrus tree that will provide you with delicious fruit for many years to come. All of our citrus 

trees are very beautiful, healthy and disease free to ensure your growing success.
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The citrus trees for sale is an NORMAN KUMQUAT TREE. There are 2 different ages available, 

which is 1 ½ year old citrus trees and 3 year old citrus trees. The 1 ½ year old citrus trees have a 

height between 16 to 22 in. with a trunk diameter between 3/8 to 1/2 in. The 1 1/2 trees are shipped in 

a 7x7x7 in. container which includes some of the soil in which it was grown in. The 3 year old citrus 

trees have a height of between 24 to 36 in. with a trunk diameter between 1/2 to 3/4 in. They are very 

strong with a much larger root system. The canopy of the 3 year old citrus trees is between 14 to 20 

in. They have all been grown in 12 to 16 in. 5 gallon containers and they are shipped with a 

soil/mulch mix to make sure your new citrus trees arrive well hydrated and in great condition. This 

citrus tree is an excellent variety that is well known for its great characteristics and the wonderful 

fruit it produces. All dwarf citrus trees do very well containerized and they make a wonderful indoor 

growing tree. It is eye catching and will quickly become a conversation piece. More importantly, the 

fruit is equally as delicious too. If ground planted, it needs to be protected at temperatures below 32 

degrees farenheit. It should grow well in USDA zones 9 to 11, this is only an estimate and has to be 

determined by your exact location. All of our dwarf citrus trees are grown from the very best root 

stock and grafted with the utmost care and precision for a reliable, sturdy, and strong-well rooted 

dwarf citrus tree that will provide you with delicious fruit for many years to come. All of our citrus 

trees are very beautiful, healthy and disease free to ensure your growing success.
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The citrus trees for sale is an CARA CARA (PINK NAVEL)SWEET ORANGE TREE. There are 2 

different ages available, which is 1 1/2 year old citrus trees and 3 year old citrus trees. The 1 1/2 year 

old citrus trees have a height between 16 to 22 in. with a trunk diameter between 3/8 to 1/2 in. The 1 

1/2 trees are shipped in a 7x7x7 in. container which includes some of the soil in which it was grown 

in. The 3 year old citrus trees have a height of between 24 to 36 in. with a trunk diameter between 1/2 

to 3/4 in. They are very strong with a much larger root system. The canopy of the 3 year old citrus 

trees is between 14 to 20 in. They have all been grown in 12 to 16 in. 5+ gallon containers and they 

are shipped with a soil/mulch mix to make sure your new citrus trees arrive well hydrated and in 

great condition. The Cara Cara sweet orange tree is an excellent variety that is well known for its 

great characteristics and the wonderful fruit it produces. All dwarf citrus trees do very well 

containerized and they make a wonderful indoor growing tree. It is eye catching and will quickly 

become a conversation piece. More importantly, the fruit is equally as delicious too. If ground 

planted, it needs to be protected at temperatures below 32 degrees farenheit. It should grow well in 

GSP  zones 9 to 11, this is only an estimate and has to be determined by your exact location. All of 

our dwarf citrus trees are grown from the very best root stock and grafted with the utmost care and 

precision for a reliable, sturdy, and strong-well rooted dwarf citrus tree that will provide you with 

delicious fruit for many years to come. All of our citrus trees are very beautiful, healthy and disease 

free to ensure your growing success
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The citrus trees for sale is an MORO BLOOD ORANGE TREE. There are 2 different ages available, 

which is 1 ½ year old citrus trees and 3 year old citrus trees. The 1 ½ year old citrus trees have a 

height between 16 to 22 in. with a trunk diameter between 3/8 to 1/2 in. The 1 1/2 trees are shipped in 

a 7x7x7 in. container which includes some of the soil in which it was grown in. The 3 year old citrus 

trees have a height of between 24 to 36 in. with a trunk diameter between 1/2 to 3/4 in. They are very 

strong with a much larger root system. The canopy of the 3 year old citrus trees is between 14 to 20 

in. They have all been grown in 12 to 16 in. 5 gallon containers and they are shipped with a 

soil/mulch mix to make sure your new citrus trees arrive well hydrated and in great condition. This 

citrus tree is an excellent variety that is well known for its great characteristics and the wonderful 

fruit it produces. All dwarf citrus trees do very well containerized and they make a wonderful indoor 

growing tree. It is eye catching and will quickly become a conversation piece. More importantly, the 

fruit is equally as delicious too. If ground planted, it needs to be protected at temperatures below 32 

degrees farenheit. It should grow well in USDA zones 9 to 11, this is only an estimate and has to be 

determined by your exact location. All of our dwarf citrus trees are grown from the very best root 

stock and grafted with the utmost care and precision for a reliable, sturdy, and strong-well rooted 

dwarf citrus tree that will provide you with delicious fruit for many years to come. All of our citrus 

trees are very beautiful, healthy and disease free to ensure your growing success.

UREKA SL SEEDLESS LEMON ORIGINATING IN SOUTH AFRICA (EXCLUSIVE TO 

ANFIC) AVAILABLE FOR COMMERCIAL 
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The citrus trees for sale is an IMPROVED MEYER LEMON TREE. There are 2 different ages 

available, which is 1 ½ year old citrus trees and 3 year old citrus trees. The 1 ½ year old citrus trees 

have a height between 16 to 22 in. with a trunk diameter between 3/8 to 1/2 in. The 1 1/2 trees are 

shipped in a 7x7x7 in. container which includes some of the soil in which it was grown in. The 3 year 

old citrus trees have a height of between 24 to 36 in. with a trunk diameter between 1/2 to 3/4 in. 

They are very strong with a much larger root system. The canopy of the 3 year old citrus trees is 

between 14 to 20 in. They have all been grown in 12 to 16 in. 5 gallon containers and they are shipped 

with a soil/mulch mix to make sure your new citrus trees arrive well hydrated and in great condition. 

This citrus tree is an excellent variety that is well known for its great characteristics and the 

wonderful fruit it produces. All dwarf citrus trees do very well containerized and they make a 

wonderful indoor growing tree. It is eye catching and will quickly become a conversation piece. 

More importantly, the fruit is equally as delicious too. If ground planted, it needs to be protected at 

temperatures below 32 degrees farenheit. It should grow well in USDA zones 9 to 11, this is only an 

estimate and has to be determined by your exact location. All of our dwarf citrus trees are grown 

from the very best root stock and grafted with the utmost care and precision for a reliable, sturdy, and 

strong-well rooted dwarf citrus tree that will provide you with delicious fruit for many years to 

come. All of our citrus trees are very beautiful, healthy and disease free to ensure your growing 

success.
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An Italian seedless mandarin 

                     

A triploid tangor by crossing Tarocco orange X clementine (monreal). 

Thorny & Vigorous, thick canopy  Easy Peeling  Colour like Tarocco (blood orange) 

Shaped like Clementine Smooth dark orange skin , 170g Fruit Seedless  Colour break is mid May  

Ripe mid June to mid July Rootstocks: Troyer and Carrizo citranges, trifoliate orange

     

C1829            NEW ITALIAN TRIPLOID HYBRID (EXCLUSIVE TO ANFIC                             

                      

Oroval Clementine X tetraploid Tarocco orange  Seedless  Sweet  Fruit size 150g+  Easy peel 

Earlier than Murcott
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HEIDI 

                         

                                           A SOUTH AFRICIAN MANGO VARIETY 

Breeding: A Kent seedling. 

Maturity: Late. 

Fruit Size: Medium to large (450 - 600 grams). 

Fruit Shape: Round, slightly elongated with flat sides. 

Skin Colour: Attractive - purple, red and yellow when ripe. 

Disease Tolerance: Great tolerance to Blackspot, susceptible to sunburn in hot, dry production areas 

and size may be reduced. 

Tree Growth: Compact and slightly dwarfted, leaves long and narrow. 

Taste: Excellent and fruit is fibreless. 

Information: Taken from South African data
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ELDICA 

                              

                                         SOUTH AFRICIAN MANGO VARIETY 

Breeding: Monoembryonic seedling of Palmer. 

Maturity: Early/mid season after Tommy Atkins. 

Fruit Size: Medium - 370 grams. 

Fruit Shape: Oval to longitudinal. 

Skin Colour: Ripe fruit soft yellow and red. 

Disease Tolerance: Tolerant to Bacterial Blackspot and Sunscorch, tolerance to saline sails. 

Tree Growth: Spreading growth habit, somewhat dwarf. 

Taste: Superior to Tommy Atkins, flesh is firm, somewhat dry with excellent shelf life. 

Yield: Three year old grafted trees - 9.85kg (Tommy Atkins 6.85kg) Years 7, 8 and 9 Yield - 90.2kg, 

72.5kg, 104.6kg 

Information: Taken from South African data
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GREEN SYSTEM PAKISTAN GREEN HOUSE VEGETABLES:

GSP introduced vegetables and seedless varieties of various kinds with highest yields in green house 

and open fields. We import all the seeds of vegetables from USA, Japan and Canada.  Details given 

below.

SeedlessCucumbers

Cucumbers are grown at a density of 1.25 to 1.50 plants/sq.m and the yields are reported in 

cucumbers/m2. Average yields in 2003 were around 110 cucumber/m2 while some growers 

reported yields as high as 130/m2. The potential yields could be as high as 150 cucumbers/m2 with 

the world highest yields reported to be close to 300 cucumbers/m2. Cucumber producers can grow, 

two or three crops per year because it is a relatively fast growing crop. 

  

With the two-crop system, cucumbers are seeded in the middle of November and harvest begins in 

early February. Cloudy periods in late January can delay the harvest by one to two weeks. A second 

crop is seeded in June, planted in July with harvest beginning in early August. This crop continues 

until late November or early December.In a three crop system, the spring crop is terminated in late 

May and a second crop is planted by the end of May or early June. Harvest continues until the middle 

of August. The third crop is planted by late August and harvest continues until late November or 

early December. A three-crop system generally produces better quality fruit although the production 

costs are higher.
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There is market for many different types of mini cucumbers. They come in the category of salad, 

pickling, gherkins and slicers. The production capacity is around 40-50 kg/sq.m per year on a 3-4 

crops per year basis Coir (coconut fiber) is the most commonly used growing medium at this time, 

and is used for one year. 

TOMATOES

  

Tomato crops are seeded in the middle of November and planted by early January. Many growers 

bring in 35 day old seedlings from GSP. The planting density is around 2.5 plants/m2 and then in late 

March or early April every 4th plant is twin headed and brings the plant density close to 3.2 

plants/m2. For summer climate, additional side shoots can also be allowed to develop, which means 

more labor will be required to mange the crop. The harvest begins about 110 days from seeding and 

continues until late November.
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The total marketable yields range between 50 to 60 kg/m2 with a potential of up to 70 kg/m2. From a 

cash flow point this means that there is no income for 100 days. Only one crop is produced in a year.

  

Recently there was considerable interest in the production of cluster tomatoes. Unlike the beefsteak 

type of tomato, which is harvested as individual fruits, cluster tomatoes are harvested as a cluster of 

five to nine fruit attached together to a stem. The entire cluster of uniform-sized fruit ripens more 

uniformly and has more flavors. More recently tomatoes are grown on raised troughs (see picture). 
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This system offers the flexibility of harvesting without bending, and also allows much better air 

movement around the plant and also better drain.

Many growers are developing markets for yellow and orange tomatoes which are rich in Vitamin A 

and are sweeter in taste.
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PEPPERS

Pepper is a more difficult crop to grow. Production takes about 130 days from seed to harvest, the 

crop is seeded in the middle of October and harvest begins in the middle of March until November. 

Many growers will bring in 40 days old seedlings from B.C. Because of the time to produce a crop, 

growers have no income for five months. In addition, the greenhouse structure must have excellent 

environmental controls because peppers need precise day and night temperature to set flowers and 

fruit. This means higher investments costs for the construction of a greenhouse to grow peppers. The 

planting density is between 3.3 to 3.5 plants/m2 (6.5 to 7.1 stems/m2). It takes between 7 to 9 weeks 

from fruit set to fruit harvest. The yields range between 22 and 26 kg/m2 with potential yields up to 

30 kg/m2.

Red-fruited varieties make up about 70% of the crop, followed by orange, yellow and purple 

varieties. All peppers turn green first and then change colors based on their genetics. The demand for 

hot peppers is slowly growing. At this time it is mostly grown for direct marketing although some is 

being sold through wholesale channels.
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EGG PLANTS

  

There is no large-scale commercial production of eggplants. Many growers will grow a few rows of 

eggplants for direct sales. The plant density is like tomatoes. The leaves are very attractive to 

whiteflies and thrips and biological controls work quite nicely on eggplants. Gradually production is 

going to increase because of interest from ethnic communities. Developing wholesale markets will 

take time and more research in plant management.
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LETTUCE

 

Lettuce production is gradually increasing because of more interest in loose leaf and specialty 

lettuce. It is still not economical to grow crisp lettuce in a greenhouse. Hydroponic systems like NFT 

(nutrient film technique) or floating raft systems are gaining popularity for lettuce production. It 

takes about 3-4 weeks from seed to planting of a seedling, and another 6-8 weeks to harvest. Crops 

are planted on a weekly basis. Up to 12 crops per year can be grown. Gross revenue potential for 

lettuce is around 736 rupee /sq.ft. The picture shows leaf lettuce being grown on a floating system 

where nutrients are supplied from fish waste. The research is being conducted at Green System 

Pakistan.

FLOWERS

Cut flowers-Some of the more common cut flowers such as roses and chrysanthemums are being 

cautiously planted now due to the ease of their importation from southern climates (equator 

countries). This import pressure has also served to lower average prices.

More difficult to import cut flowers such as gerbera, snapdragon, lily and lisianthus are being 

planted more often. The bulk of the cut flowers are sold through the traditional retail flower shops 

and as such have not enjoyed big increases in sales. The "Cash and Carry" type of marketing by the 

large chain stores and independent fruit/vegetable markets is moving an increasing volume of cut 

flowers.

Yields and therefore revenues will fluctuate greatly but expected gross returns per sq. ft. will be in 
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the 736 rupee to1100 rupee  range.

  

Potted Flowers - can be classified as being on a weekly schedule, such as chrysanthemums, violets, 

begonias, etc., or holidays such as poinsettia, Easter lily and hydrangea. For this type of crop, the 

cost of production can include the pot, media, plant material, (cuttings, bulbs, etc.), growing time on 

the bench (usually calculated at 13.8 rupee  per sq. ft. per week) and shipping material (pot cover, 

box). Revenues are in the 110 rupee  per sq. ft. area, but can be significantly higher depending on pot 

sizes and number of crops per year (i.e. turns on the bench).

The major market for potted plants is the chain store, which has taken over to a large extent from the 

traditional retail florist. Low mark ups, little/no service and strong competition are what has kept 

retail prices stagnant for potted crops. 
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BEDDING PLANTS

 

The spring production of bedding plants is quite often the starting point for people getting into the 

greenhouse business, probably because of the strong demand for plant material and the relative ease 

of starting. Many will start with a small hoop-shaped Quonset greenhouse, unit heater, ventilation 

fan and some snow fence benching. Growers can purchase flats already filled with media, plugs 

(small, single plants) from specialist propagators or buy already transplanted flats for their 

greenhouse. In short, you can be in business very quickly.
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Bedding plants are either sold direct (by retail growers) or to the chain store/garden centres. In 

pakistan retail sales continue well into July and August of potted material and hanging baskets. 

Planning should be done accordingly.

MELON-SEEDS

Our melon-seeds are exactly what you’ve always wanted. If you purchase any melon-seeds item, the 

profits generated is used to assist our employee’s education fund. Honestly! GSP  is the largest 

gardening store in the world. We are constantly expanding to bring you everything for your growing 

needs. We carry everything from top to bottom; indoors and outdoors, home lifestyles to 

automotive, equipment & tools. Our primary focus is in gardening products and plants & trees, but 

we’ve added sports and outdoors to continually grow. The melon-seeds products are only one part of 

our product list.
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Melon, Early Silverline Hybrid 1 Pkt. (30 seeds)

Unique, elongated oriental melon. White, crisp flesh sweet and fragrant. A small delicious gourmet 

melon rarely found in markets. Yellow skin lined with silvery furrows, so thin it can be peeled like an 

apple. Harvest 76 days after sowing. GSP : For earlier harvest in short summer areas, sow seeds 

indoors in a warm, well-lighted area 4-6 weeks before last spring frost. Before transfer to garden, 

accustom seedlings to outdoor conditions by moving to a sheltered place outside for a week. 

Use the Search on the upper right to find more Melon, Early Silverline Hybrid 1 Pkt. (30 seeds) 

products

Product Details

Fruit Weight: 6 pounds

Days to Maturity: 76 days

Sun: Full Sun 

Height: 15-18 inches

Sowing Method: Direct Sow/Indoor Sow 

Spread: 3-6 feet
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Melon, Twice As Nice

A new melon that leaves no doubt when to harvest! 

Customer Favorite! Instead of having to determine if the fruit is ready to 'slip' from the vine, the rind 

turns a distinct dark yellow. Pick at this first ripe stage and the flesh is crisp and sweet, reminiscent of 

a Canary melon. You can also choose to let some stay on it for another week or two to enjoy softer 

and juicier Charentais-type fruits. Delicious either way!

Product Details Fruit Weight: 2 pounds Days to Maturity: 78 days Sun: Full Sun 

Height: 15-18 inches

Sowing Method: Direct Sow 

Spread: 3-6 feet

Watermelon Seedless, Big Tasty Hybrid 1 Pkt. (10 seeds)

Divinely sweet, perfectly textured jewel Red flesh, won our summer tasting of over 50 varieties. At 

10-12" in diameter and 6-8 lbs., this seedless watermelon is the classic 'icebox' size, like a smaller 

but seedless 'Charleston Gray'. Fruit has gray-green outer skin and a firm, crisp, bright red interior. 

Keeps its superb taste and ripe texture an extra-long time after cutting.

Use the Search on the upper right to find more Watermelon Seedless, Big Tasty Hybrid 1 Pkt. (10 

seeds) products. Seeds of all the types of melon and water melon are imported from various 

companies which deal in seedless fruits and vegetables. 

Product Details

Fruit Weight: 5 pounds

Days to Maturity: 85 days

Sun: Full Sun 

Height: 15-24 inches

Sowing Method: Direct Sow/Indoor Sow 
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GREEN SYSTEM PAKISTAN 

HORTICULTURE AND

PLANTS TISSUE CULTURE

BIOTECHONOLOGIES

•  For all other questions, you may contact us at: 

   Green system Pakistan,
   Khraksingh Depalpur district Okara.

•  Contact No. +92444000002, +923125888888,

•  Email: mail@gspakistan.com,  info@gspakistan.com

  +92336-5100000, +92323-5200000.


